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Learning goals
• Define privacy (from different major perspectives), and 

distinguish from related concepts
• Explain why privacy is hard in digital spaces
• Explain some key privacy management 

mechanisms/strategies (along with strengths/weaknesses) 
available to individuals and society
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https://www.recode.net/2017/11/3/16600658/amazon-privacy-alexa-shopping-search-hardware-key-camera-jason-del-rey-too-embarrassed-podcast?utm_campaign=www.recode.net&utm_content=entry&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter
https://www.recode.net/2017/11/3/16600658/amazon-privacy-alexa-shopping-search-hardware-key-camera-jason-del-rey-too-embarrassed-podcast?utm_campaign=www.recode.net&utm_content=entry&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter


What words and images 
come to mind when you 

think of privacy?
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We often treat privacy like it’s a
BLACK    OR  WHITE

issue

Upon closer examination, we realize most 
privacy issues are shades of gray.



Historically speaking…
Privacy is a relatively new 
concept.

Google’s Cerf Says “Privacy May Be An 
Anomaly.” Historically, He’s Right. 
[TechCrunch]

Fourth Amendment to US 
Constitution is closest we get to 
founding fathers protecting 
individual privacy (1789).

The Right to Privacy (Harvard 
Law Review) –> first published 
legal document regarding 
privacy as a human right 
(1890).
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http://techcrunch.com/2013/11/20/googles-cerf-says-privacy-may-be-an-anomaly-historically-hes-right/
https://groups.csail.mit.edu/mac/classes/6.805/articles/privacy/Privacy_brand_warr2.html


An opening example
Katz v. United States (1967)
Charles Katz used a public pay 
phone booth to transmit illegal 
gambling wagers from Los Angeles 
to Miami and Boston. Unbeknownst 
to Katz, the FBI was recording his 
conversations via an electronic 
eavesdropping device attached to 
the exterior of the phone booth. 
Katz was convicted based on these 
recordings. He challenged his 
conviction, arguing that the 
recordings were obtained in 
violation of his Fourth Amendment 
rights.
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http://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/389/347


An opening example
Katz v. United States (1967)
Refined the 4th Amendment section 
defining “unreasonable search and 
seizure” to provide a legal definition 
to “search”; also extended 4th

Amendment rights to include 
“reasonable expectation of 
privacy.”

But who defines what is 
reasonable?
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http://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/389/347


Defining privacy
Four main frameworks for understanding privacy: 

1. Privacy as a right (general): the “right to be left alone” 
(1890)

2. Privacy as a state (general): “limited access to a 
person” or “being apart from others”

3. Privacy as control: Altman’s “selective control of access 
to the self”; boundary regulation

4. Privacy as a commodity: we exchange some of our 
privacy for perceived benefits.

Common thread: control who has access to ”me” 9



What is “me”?

Personally Identifiable 
Information (PII): 
generally thought to 
include name, date of 
birth, SSN, address, etc. 
More broadly, PII 
includes “any 
information that 
can be used to 
distinguish one 
person from 
another and can
be used for 

de-anonymizing
anonymous data.”
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What Privacy Is Not: Related Concepts
Anonymity: ability to conceal one’s identity fully.

Related: pseudonymity, or use of ID/pseudonym/handle 
instead of person’s real name.

Confidentiality: externalization of restricted but accurate 
information to a specific entity; controlled release of information
(e.g., to a doctor).

Secrecy: intentional concealment of information (think “secret” 
and “top secret” government documents).

Security: focus on protecting information across three areas: 
integrity, authentication, access (more on Friday)
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What Privacy Is Not: Related Concepts
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anonymity

SECURITYPRIVACY
confidentiality

secrecy

right to be left alone
limited access to a person

selective control of access to the self
commodity
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What makes privacy hard 
(in digital spaces)?



Public vs. (reasonably) private?
In most public spaces, we know we might be observed. 



Public vs. (reasonably) private?
Digital spaces are increasingly networked publics

New technologies connect us more than ever…
...but they blur boundaries between 

public and private spaces.

This raises innumerable 
opportunities for 
communication  

misunderstandings, 
breakdowns, and norm 

violations.



Public vs. (reasonably) private?

 Invisible audiences

 Context collapse due to the lack of spatial, social, 
and temporal boundaries

 Blurring of public and private boundaries due to 
lack of control over context

Digital spaces are increasingly networked publics

Here, there are three main factors that make it harder to 
tell when you’re operating in a public space, a private 
space, or somewhere in between.



Invisible audiences

Imagined audience: 
“a person’s mental 
conceptualization of the 
people with whom he or she 
is communicating” (Litt, 
2012). 

Influenced by:
Environmental factors

(e.g., social norms)
Individual factors 

(e.g., motivation/purpose 
for using site)
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Who is my “audience”?
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Selective self-presentation
We highlight certain aspects of our identities and 
minimize others; this varies based on audience 
(remember the editability affordance?).



Why is this important? 
Context Collapse & Privacy Concerns

Paul Adams (2010)

http://www.slideshare.net/padday/the-real-life-social-network-v2


Networked Public Problems: 
Context collapse can help or hurt your 
relationships
1) Strength of weak ties (Granovetter, 1973): users distribute 

content to entire network to increase likelihood that 
someone will see it and respond. 

2) Privacy settings: users employ increasingly granular 
privacy settings to segment network into different 
audiences.

3) Lowest common denominator (Hogan, 2010): users only 
distribute content appropriate for all “friends.”
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How do I know who is my audience?

What about:
• Likes
• Comments
• Friends of friends
• Tags
• Photos
• Etc.
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How do I know who is my audience?



http://clip-sasc.umiacs.umd.edu/



Establishing privacy in public?

Technically possible, practically useless.

The public-private fallacy



Hiding online is even harder.
Think you’re anonymous online? You’re not. 

The public-private fallacy
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So how can we manage our 
digital privacy (individually, 

as a society)?



Pass laws
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Katz v. United States 
(1967)
Extend 4th Amendment to 
include “reasonable 
expectation of privacy.”

http://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/389/347


Pass laws
Other really important privacy laws:
HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 
1996) provides data privacy and security provisions for 
safeguarding medical information. Requires electronic health 
records are properly secured. 

FERPA (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act protects the 
privacy of student education records. This requires written 
consent before student PII is released.

COPPA (Children's Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998) 
protects the privacy of children under 13 through additional 
requirements of websites that cater to young users. This is why 
most websites require users to be 13.
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Pass laws
Strengths/weaknesses:
• Can provide quite strong deterrence (especially under 

criminal law)

• (good) laws are specific (to prevent abuse, enable judicious 

application), but privacy is heavily contextual 
• hard to exhaustively enumerate in advance 

where/when/with-what you have a reasonable 
expectation of privacy
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What is obscurity?
The state of being hard 
to understand or interpret; 
unclear; murky

Woody Hartzog argues: 
when data are obscure, 
they are “safer.”

People may engage in data obfuscation.
For example, lying about your age when registering for a website.
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Be obscure

http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2013/01/obscurity-a-better-way-to-think-about-your-data-than-privacy/267283/
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Think about Where’s Waldo as a good example of obscurity.



So what is obscurity?
The state of being hard 
to understand or 
interpret; unclear; murky

How do I make my data more secure?
Hide it from search engines
Use privacy settings & pseudonyms
Engage in social steganography/“vaguebooking”

“Many contemporary privacy disputes are probably better 
classified as concern over losing obscurity.”  Think Spokeo!
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Be obscure



Be obscure with VPNs
VPN = virtual private network
VPNs allow you to extend a private network (e.g., your home 

network) to public spaces and allows greater protection and 
anonymity of your data.
VPNs can allow access to otherwise blocked content (e.g., 

censored websites in China)
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Why use VPNs? 
Increased interest in fallout of new legislation allowing ISPs to 
sell your browsing data to third parties (see this article).

Lots of news coverage encouraging people to use VPNs since 
they “hide” your traffic from your ISP.

HOWEVER: VPNs are useful, but the aren’t going to “solve” the 
problem. They have limitations. For example:
Netflix blocks most VPNs
Your VPN could be selling your data.
VPNs Won’t Save You from Congress’ Internet Privacy Giveaway 

[WIRED]

Read more:
 The impossible task of creating a “Best VPNs” list today [Ars Technica]
 Online privacy? Forget it, even with VPN [USA TODAY]
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http://nymag.com/selectall/2017/03/why-congress-is-dismantling-the-fccs-internet-privacy-rules.html
https://www.wired.com/2017/03/vpns-wont-save-congress-internet-privacy-giveaway/
https://arstechnica.com/security/2016/06/aiming-for-anonymity-ars-assesses-the-state-of-vpns-in-2016/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/2017/03/29/online-privacy-forget-even-vpn/99776682/


Be obscure with Tor
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Tor is an 
“anonymity  network.”

From Wikipedia: “Tor directs Internet traffic through a free, 
worldwide, volunteer network consisting of more than seven 
thousand relays to conceal a user's location and usage from 
anyone conducting network surveillance or traffic analysis.”
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Goal: Conceal identity of users from surveillance.
Process: Multilayer encryption (hence onion metaphor), then 
send content through a random network of relays.



Even Tor isn’t a failsafe!
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https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/carnegie-mellon-university-attacked-tor-was-subpoenaed-by-feds
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/carnegie-mellon-university-attacked-tor-was-subpoenaed-by-feds


Be ephemeral
Apps highlighting ephemeral 
communication are becoming 
increasingly popular. 

But are these a good substitute for 
other forms of communication?

See Bruce Schneier’s post on this 
topic.
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Flickr: jessycat_techie

https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2014/04/ephemeral_apps.html
https://secure.flickr.com/photos/33554605@N00/8558562108/in/photolist-e3hSkE-e3hRLC-iSWuH1-dG11Wr-fPS6qJ-fPzy1Z-fPS6rW-dJ5yGf-dJ5yK5-fPS6uJ-dMYP26-iwyjS3-ezccZF-e3WBC1-ezfqJY-ezfqqL-e3WBgJ-e3QZta-ezccSe-e3QZeK-ezcdnP-e3QZAr-hJNTJo-hWhryq-hWi5m2-jYckoT-jYd4MR-fN8Jzr-fVeTFd-fVffra-fVeUGm-fVfewV-fVeUjC-fVeZtY-fVeZ25-fVffvi-fVeTUu-fVeNZv-fVfgxi-fVeNap-fVfgqK-fVeV5A-fVeUQY-fVf12b-fVeUq9-fVfeWH-fVePwT-fVeYgN-fVf1aN-fVeUyL-fVfggB


The public-private fallacy
1. People will sacrifice privacy & security for usability. 
2. Companies structure their services to encourage sharing 

information with a wide audience.

Don’t believe me? Watch this.

Be judicious… but how?

http://www.businessinsider.com/app-permission-agreements-privacy-video-2015-2
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Be judicious… but how?
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So how do we protect our data?

We’ll talk about that on Friday:
• What counts as “me”?
• Sociotechnical solutions for securing “me”
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